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In the past 12 months, I have had no relevant financial relationships with the manufacturer(s) of any commercial product(s) and/or provider(s) of commercial service(s) discussed in this CME activity.

I do not intend to discuss an unapproved/investigative use of a commercial product/device in my presentation.
Let us know who you are!
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How many times have you accessed the ITK in the past 6 months?

a. Once – 5 times  
b. Never  
c. More than 5 times
Learning Objectives

Upon completion, learners will be able to
- Discuss changes in the Instructor Toolkit
- Demonstrate educational resources in the Toolkit
- Review video vignettes of challenging classroom situations and discuss resolutions an instructor can implement
Changes you may wish to make in practice:

1. Use the Instructor Toolkit to update your NRP Provider course
2. Refer instructor candidates to the ITK as a valuable resource for continuing development as an instructor
NRP Strategic Plan (2012)
Instructor Survey (2007 & 2013)
Instructor Focus Groups (2013)
Instructor Development Task Force (2014)
NRP 6\textsuperscript{th} Edition: How to Become an Instructor
Typical NRP Provider Course Agenda (2000)

8:00-8:15 am  Welcome and Introductions
8:15-9:00 am  Overview of Resuscitation
               Cases in Neonatal Resuscitation: Translating Knowledge and Skill Into Performance*

9:00-9:30 am  Lesson 1: Overview and Principles of Resuscitation
               Discussion
               Written Evaluation

9:30-10:15 am Lesson 2: Initial Steps in Resuscitation
               Discussion
               Written Evaluation and Performance Checklist

10:15-10:30 am Break

10:30-11:30 am Lesson 3: Use of Resuscitation Devices for Positive-Pressure Ventilation
               Discussion
               Written Evaluation and Performance Checklist

11:30 am-12:15 pm Lesson 4: Chest Compressions
                   Discussion
                   Written Evaluation and Performance Checklist

12:15-1:00 pm Lunch (room open for supervised practice and viewing DVD demo of Megacode)

1:00-1:30 pm  Lesson 9: Ethics and Care at the End of Life
               Discussion and Written Evaluation
Megacode will proceed in Room ## for those learners taking only Lessons 1-4 and Lesson 9

1:30-2:15 pm  
Lesson 5: Endotracheal Intubation  
Discussion  
Written Evaluation and Performance Checklist

2:15-2:30 pm  
Break

2:30-3:30 pm  
Lesson 6: Medications  
Discussion  
Written Evaluation and Performance Checklist

3:30-4:30 pm  
Lesson 7: Special Considerations  
Lesson 8: Resuscitation of Babies Born Preterm  
Discussion and Written Evaluation

4:30-5:30 pm  
Megacode Performance Evaluation  
Evaluations and Wrap-up

*Note: Use of the NRP DVD is highly recommended but optional for all courses.*

• 390 pages
• 2.5 pounds
NRP 7th Edition: How to Become an Instructor
Instructor Focus Groups 2017

• To determine how Instructor Candidates, new instructors, and existing instructors use ITK content.

• Identify gaps in available resources within the ITK
What did we learn?

• Instructors prefer email communication above all other methods
• Instructors want more connection/relationship with the AAP
• New instructors need more support/communication along the way
• Instructors struggle with the LMS
• The ITK is difficult to access/navigate/“reads like a stereo manual”
• Instructors are unaware of available resources, such as “NRP Live”
• Instructor mentors may use outdated NRP methodology (Megacode)
• Instructors want skills videos to standardize instructions during Provider courses
How have we met these needs so far?
Easier access to ITK through the LMS

- Now there is a quick link in the right hand navigation bar.
Easier access to ITK through the LMS

- Access through the “completed” tab
ITK navigation and design improvements

- Right hand navigation
  - fewer options to select
  - more prominent ways to navigate back to main page
ITK navigation and design improvements

• More color graphics
How is the Instructor Toolkit useful?

Let’s take a tour!
What are your additional resources?
More than the ITK!

**NRP Instructor Course**

The Instructor Course is now being re-invented.

Everything we teach in the online course will link to the Instructor Toolkit.
What are your additional resources? More than the ITK!

Webinars

NRP Live

NRP Lunch & Learn
What are your additional resources? More than the ITK!
NRP Instructor Update Newsletter

Suctioning: Who, When and Why?

The NRP Steering Committee receives many questions about the current recommendation for suctioning the newborn at birth.
This is Part 1 of a three-part series regarding newborn suctioning in the delivery room.
What are your additional resources? More than the ITK!

Courses

- NRP Roadshows
- Annual NRP Current Issues Seminar
Thank You!

Get stuck? We can help!

NRP
Call: 800-433-9016, selection 4#, Monday - Friday, 8am - 4:30pm CST
Email: lifesupport@aap.org

HealthStream
Call: 800-521-0574, Monday - Friday, 7am - 7pm CST
Email: nrponline@healthstream.com

American Academy of Pediatrics
DEDICATED TO THE HEALTH OF ALL CHILDREN®

AAP experience
National Conference & Exhibition
November 2 – 6, 2018 | Orlando